Legendary Giveaway - Drawing is on the day of the expansion (October 23, 2015).
Legendary undecided, taking a vote at meeting. Bolt is decided. Add T6 mats and other
mats needed for a legendary to the vault for those looking to craft the new ones.
PvE Mordrem Event (9/10 - 9/13) - Buff up guild with full buffs and organize guild
groups for it.
Guild Raids - How will they be organized? TNO Raids will have provided food and
buffs necessary to completing X/Y/Z raid. Find 10 people in guild who aren’t in a raid
team and they can make their own? Teamspeak will be mandatory, any that do not get
on TS, will not be allowed in guild raids. Note that 1 raid comes a month after HoT
launch and other raids coming later.
Guild Hall Takeover - Date and Time needed. Needs to be ASAP so that we can start
guild upgrades and buffs going. Will be using resources (gold) to get most decorations
ASAP. Need a vote for which guild hall to take. 10/24 Saturday at 1pm PST
Teamspeak Use - We pay for it, we encourage it to be used. Doesn’t even have to be
guild event related. Friends don’t have to be in TNO to use it. We have 512 slots open,
please use it! Reminder that those who are premium members can have their own
channel with channel admin. Channel names must abide by TNO rules.
Officers - With more content and events coming with HoT, please apply if you’d be
interested. Raids, map zergs, etc. http://gw2tno.com/officerapply
New Premium Membership Rank - This rank will now require 10g and a 2 week
residency in TNO. Current Premiums are grandfathered in. Those that donate their guild
hall HoT decoration to TNO, will get this rank.
New Veteran Rank - This rank will require a 6 month residency in TNO. It will provide
the same perks as Premium Membership.
F2P - Will it be allowed in TNO? No. Adding it as a requirement to the application.
Those that are F2P, cannot apply to TNO.
Guild PvP Teams - Looking for organized team players and leaders. Requirements for
PvP teams will be minimal. The leaders of the teams will set their own members so that
they can be as hardcore as they want because it will have leaderboards.

